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“Fake COVID-19 Emergency”: Nuremberg Codex – Why Is It Ignored Today, and Nothing
Happens

By Peter Koenig, August 30, 2022

Other violations of the Nuremberg Codex are the Cult-inspired showering of lies, fear and
other  psychological  instruments  to  keep  the  people  “down”,  in  check,  and  easily
manipulable.  So,  they will  be afraid not  to  do the bidding of  their  governments,  or  if
necessary – increasingly the case – of the military-supported dictatorial rules, often sanitary
rules, falsely justified for health protection.

Washington Announces  $3 Billion  Military  Aid  to  Kiev.  Worldwide Impacts,  Devastating
Economic and Social Consequences

By Uriel Araujo, August 30, 2022

On August 24, Ukraine’s Independence Day, Washington announced about $3 billion in
military aid to the country. According to the White House, Kiev is to receive “air defense
systems, artillery systems and munitions, counter-unmanned aerial systems, and radars” to
ensure it can “continue to defend itself over the long term”.

COVID “Vaccines” Destroying Human Fertility. Dr. Christof Plothe

By Dr. Christof Plothe, Iron Will, and Dr. Mark Trozzi, August 30, 2022

The COVID injections have been reckless at best, violent at worst. Among the 1,500 disease
states that follow the injections, women’s menstrual irregularities and both male and female
infertility rates are alarming. People are being sterilized.
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”One Health” – Where Biosecurity Meets Agenda 2030

By Elze van Hamelen, August 30, 2022

According to  the  UN and associated agencies,  nature  and food chains  are  sources  of
pathogens  with  pandemic  potential.  To  protect  citizens  from them,  the  ”One  Health”
approach has been developed: the UN, the CDC, EU, RIVM, universities, corporations, and
NGOs  are  working  together  worldwide  to  monitor  and  anticipate  potential  risks  by
coordinating collaboration at local, regional, national and international levels.

“U.S. Out of Korea”: Joint Military “Decapitation Drill” Against North Korea. DPRK Missile
Launch Is “Self-defense”

By Sara Flounders, August 30, 2022

The western corporate media described the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea’s launch
of two missiles Aug. 17 as threatening, aggressive and paranoid. What most media failed to
report  was  the  prior  U.S.  military  exercises  with  Japan  and  South  Korea  off  Hawai’i,  in
preparation  for  extensive  war  exercises  off  Korea,  that  provoked  the  DPRK’s  two  warning
shots.

Exhaustive Study of German Mortality Data Finds Excess Deaths Tightly Correlated with
Mass Vaccination

By eugyppius, August 30, 2022

Excess  mortality  in  Germany  2020–2022  is  a  preprint  by  Christof  Kuhbandner  (a
psychologist at Regensburg) and Matthias Reitzner (a statistician at Osnabrück) that applies
sophisticated actuarial analysis to the publicly available all-cause mortality data provided by
the German government. It turns out that when you account for historical mortality trends,
the virus no longer looks so dangerous, and the vaccines no longer look so great.

A Death in Moscow. Who is Darya’s Father, Philosopher and Sociologist Aleksandr Dugin

By Philip Giraldi, August 30, 2022

The horrific car bombing in Moscow that killed twenty-nine year old Darya Dugina last week
raises many questions about the motives of the Ukrainian regime and its supporters that
sent an assassin to murder a prominent Russian civilian who has no overt role in the
government of Prime Minister Vladimir Putin.
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Abolish NATO or Convert It to Serve Peace. Jan Oberg

By Jan Oberg, August 30, 2022

This Catalogue contains 30 arguments for the abolition of NATO. Each argument is based on
rational peace research analysis, in contrast to the fact-resistant propaganda that NATO and
mainstream politics and media promote about the ’defensive’ peace alliance.

Rockefeller Foundation Wants Behavioral Scientists to Come Up with More Convincing COVID
Vaxx Narratives

By Zero Hedge, August 30, 2022

In yet another sign that the covid vaccination agenda of globalist institutions did not do
quite as well as they had originally hoped, the Rockefeller Foundation has revealed that it
(along with other non-profits) has been pumping millions of dollars into a behavioral science
project meant to figure out why large groups of people around the world refuse to take the
jab.

President Emmanuel Macron Warns of Cold Winter in Europe. Natural Gas Supplies and
France’s Relationship with Algeria

By Abayomi Azikiwe, August 30, 2022

EU countries are quite concerned about the availability of natural gas to those countries
which are heavily dependent on Russian supplies. Although France is in a better position
than other EU states and Ukraine, Macron traveled to the former North African colony of
Algeria during August 25-28 to negotiate a 50% increase in natural gas supplies.
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